
POST–MISSION SHEET
GHANA

REMINDER OF THE MISSION

Title FFM SPS - Organizing a "workshop on New EU Plant Health Rules on Mango 
Exports" with public-private sector representatives; discussing the programme 
and potential action plan with the relevant authorities/partners;
FFM - Meeting with current and future beneficiaries.

Country Ghana
Programmes Fit for Market – Fit for Market SPS
Expert Morag Webb, COLEACP Special Advisor Sustainable Agricultural Value Chains (MW)

Inês Bastos, COLEACP Regional Programme Manager (IB)
Margaux Muyle, COLEACP Project Manager (MM)

Calendar From 15.07.2019 to 19.07.2019

OVERVIEW OF COLEACP / PROGRAMMES ACTIVITIES IN GHANA

In May 2016, the European Commission (EC) and COLEACP signed a five-year grant contract "Fit for 
Market - Strengthening competitiveness and sustainability of the ACP horticultural sector (FFM)", with 
a total budget of EUR 25 million, funded up to EUR 20 million by the 11th European Development 
Fund (EDF) and EUR 5 million by the AFD (French Development Agency). 

In December 2018, the European Commission (EC) and COLEACP signed a 4-year grant contract "Fit 
for Market - Strengthening sanitary and phytosanitary systems of the ACP horticultural sector (FFM 
SPS)", with a total budget of EUR 15 million funded by the 11th EDF.

FFM and FFM SPS form part of the Intra-ACP indicative programme (2014-2020) of cooperation 
between the EU and the ACP Group of States.

The overall objective of both programmes is to reduce poverty, improve food security and food 
safety, and ensure sustainable and inclusive growth by strengthening the agri-food export sector in 
ACP countries. The specific objective is to enable smallholders, farmer groups and organisations, and 
MSMEs to access international and domestic horticultural markets by complying with SPS issues and 
market requirements, in a sustainable framework.

The expected results of FFM and FFM SPS are fully complementary and integrated into an 
implementation framework aimed at strengthening and build capacities at country and regional level 
to ensure that all the elements needed for efficient and effective national SPS systems are in place for 
the ACP horticultural industry (private and public). 
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CONTEXT OF THE MISSION

COLEACP organized previously two missions to Ghana, in May 2017 and in April 2018. Under both 
missions, meetings and field visits took place with partner organizations and with representatives 
from the public and private sectors. 

Since the launching of the "Fit For Market Programme" in June 2017, COLEACP received 28 Requests 
for Intervention from Ghana which led to the drafting of 25 Memorandum of Understanding being 21 
in a stage of implementation. The agreements included technical assistance and training protocols 
in areas such as GLOBALG.A.P. implementation, training on Fairtrade requirements, assessment for 
production waste valorisation and implementation of the COLEACP sustainability self-assessment 
system (SAS). 

The current mission included:

• The organization of a half day workshop on the "New EU Plant Health Rules on Mango Exports". 
The event was held under the "Ghana Mango Week", an initiative organized by FAGE with the 
support of GIZ and the EU. The event gathered over 50 participants from the private and 
public sectors.  

• Working meetings with donors, partners and the relevant public services where the 
opportunities for collaboration under the new FFM SPS programme were addressed with the 
aim of strengthening the Ghanaian horticultural industry.

• Field visits and meetings with private sector representatives: companies, professional 
associations, consultancy firms. The mission included individual meetings with companies’ 
manager and technical staff to analyse ongoing and new requests. It was important to 
individually meet with the managers of the different structures to:

• better identify the concrete issues they encounter regarding their production/activity and 
the market access (including regulatory and commercial compliance of fruit and vegetable 
products);

• determine their specific needs and expectations regarding COLEACP;

• present the type of support COLEACP and the Fit for Market programme can provide to 
their structure.

Those meetings with beneficiary companies also allowed COLEACP to assess the first collective 
activities already carried out within the country and the region and to strategically plan upcoming 
sessions for 2019-20.

Partners and potential new beneficiaries were met, to strengthen COLEACP knowledge on the 
horticultural sector of the country. A meeting with a representative of the EU Delegation in Ghana 
took place in order that the objective and outputs of the mission were shared. 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE MISSION

 ~ Public services and institutions are met and opportunities for collaboration between COLEACP 
and these structures are discussed, as appropriate. 

 ~ Requests for support already received are analysed during field visits and working meetings 
with the concerned structures.

 ~ Presentation of the FFM and FFM SPS programmes to potentially new beneficiaries. 

 ~ Consultants and partners are met, as well as other support programmes are met for coordination 
and possible collaboration. 

 ~ The EU Delegation in Ghana is updated about COLEACP activities.

RESULTS OF THE MISSION

Public services and institutions are met and opportunities for collaboration between COLEACP and 
these structures are discussed, as appropriate  

Was the objective achieved ? 

In the framework of the COLEACP FFM SPS and following previous dialogue and collaboration in past 
COLEACP programmes (EDES), a working meeting was organised with the Director and the head team 
of the PPRSD - Plant Protection & Regulatory Services (Ministry of Food and Agriculture). 

COLEACP presented the FFM-SPS programme and shared information regarding the New EU Rules on 
Exports and the need for urgent action. 

A first draft PPRSD FFM-SPS request for intervention was analysed with COLEACP and PPRSD teams 
and a formal request was sent afterwards by the Deputy Director. The request will allow the setting of 
an Action Plan which will include strategic actions to be implement towards the strengthening of the 
Ghanaian horticultural sector. 

Requests for support already received are analyzed during field visits and working meetings with 
the concerned structures 

Was the objective achieved ? 

During this mission, the COLEACP team met with nineteen structures that had applied for assistance 
under the FFM programme. These meetings made it possible to understand their functioning and 
requests, mainly in terms of technical assistance and capacity building needs for their field workers and 
management team.

Meetings with the different structures (companies, associations and consultants), allowed a better 
understanding of their functioning and challenges. Out of these structures:

• COLEACP team conducted eight field visits for a better assessment of the companies’ needs;
• An assessment was made to the structures that already signed an MoU and benefited from 

COLEACP actions (collective and specific). Future actions were discussed and planned for the 
upcoming months.
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Potential new beneficiaries are met, and their activities and projects are known to COLEACP staff 

Was the objective achieved ? 

Ten potential beneficiaries were met: four of them are associations that aggregate some of the main 
export companies in the country (fruits & vegetables). The other four are private sector representatives 
active among others in the mango sector. Another company met was Golden Exotics an example in terms 
of gender policy. A meeting was also organized with one of the winners of the Business Partnership 
Facility, King Baudouin Foundation.

These meetings provided an opportunity to present COLEACP, the association’s activities and the Fit 
for Market programme. The activities of the potential beneficiaries were discussed, as well as possible 
partnerships and the support that COLEACP could provide.

Partners and Consultants / experts are met for coordination and possible collaboration

Was the objective achieved ? 

The team conducted individual meetings with five Ghanaian consultants/experts with whom COLEACP 
have been working over the past years. Their specific areas of expertise were discussed in detail with 
the COLEACP team along with past collaboration experiences.

The EU delegation in Ghana is informed of the COLEACP activities. 

Was the objective achieved ? 

The Delegation of the European Union in Ghana was informed of the mission and its objectives. The 
agenda with the meetings was shared with the DEU team. The discussions focused on COLEACP current 
and future’s activities in Ghana.

Others results achieved  

The mission was also able to meet Golden Exotics (banana producer) - a pioneering company in terms 
of gender-sensitive approach to health and safety at work and risk assessment and prevention. Gender 
is a key issue to the company, and it is seen as strategic within the company CSR activities not in the 
context of any particular social audit, but because the company sees genuine evidence of the business 
case. 

The visit allowed COLEACP to hear about Golden Exotics:

• Innovative Sexual Harassment Policy, developed through engagement with management, 
workers, NGOs and Unions. 

• The BOHESI project, and specific gender-based risk assessments (under development). This is 
already being used at a policy level to influence and introduce a gender focus into the new 
Ghana Health and Safety Bill

• Adaptations made to working practices and infrastructure to make employment in the banana 
industry more accessible and attractive to women. This includes, for example, adaptation of tasks 
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for women who are pregnant or breastfeeding; a creche; provision of facilities and breaks to 
allow women to breastfeed at work; reduced-height benches and troughs for washing, sorting 
and packing; extra trolleys or belts to reduce the need for lifting. As a result of these changes, the 
number of women working for the company has increased significantly; employees at the new 
organic packhouse are predominantly female (compared to only around 7% in the company as 
a whole). 

FOLLOW-UP

• Draft an MoU and Action plan under the FFM-SPS for Ghana Competent Authority (PPRSD); 

• finalize the analysis of the request for support from Beneficiaries;

• propose individual memorandum of understanding to implement the first support actions;

• implement further actions to Organizations with whom there exists already an MoU;

• organize collective trainings sessions in 2019-20 on principles such as training skills and 
environment;

• continue discussions initiated with the programmes/projects, organizations or support structures 
encountered;

• follow up meetings with possible beneficiaries (private sector) to facilitate the application for 
support process.
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FINAL CALENDAR OF THE MISSION

DATE STAFF ACTIVITIES PERSON(S) TO MEET
15/07/2019 MW

IB/MM
Flight to Accra

IB/MM GIZ/MOAP/FAGE – Opening 
cocktail of the Ghana Mango 
Week Fair

Lisa Verma (GIZ Ghana) 
Christoph Pannhausen 
(MOAP)

16/07/2019 MW
IB/MM

Ghana Mango Week Fair (all day)

IB NTWG - National Technical Working 
Group

Victor Avah, consultant

EU DELEGATION IN GHANA Georgios Tsopanakis, 
Programme Officer Macro-
Economic and Trade Section

Eve-Lyn Farm George Bassam Aoun, MD

GVX – Ghana Commodity Exchange Ernest Kubi, Membership & 
Communication Officer

MM Hendy Farms Sandra and Rita, Commercial 
and Production managers

BIO-Ghana Network / Ideal 
Providence Farm

Georgina Thompson, 
President / MD

IB PAMPEAG / Ranet Agro Industries Ransford Attatsi, Managing 
Director

MW
IB/MM

Workshop on the "New EU Plant 
Health Rules on Mango Exports"

Held by Morag Webb, 
COLEACP

IB FAGE Marjorie Abdin, Vice 
President
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17/07/2019 MW/IB PPRSD (Plant Protection & 
Regulatory Services Dir. - Ministry 
of Food and Agriculture) - working 
meeting on the FFM-SPS Programme

Dr. Felicia Ansah-Amprofi, 
Director

MM PIETER’S AGRO - meeting with 
services provider and beneficiary

Peter Obeng, Managing 
Director

MAG-M - meeting with services 
provider and beneficiary company

Mark Tutu Sarpong, 
Managing Director

AB FARM VENTURES - meeting with 
beneficiary company

Benjamin Agbeshie, 
Managing Director

3AS AGRI SOLUTIONS LIMITED - 
meeting with services provider and 
beneficiary

Benjamin Horlali Kofi 
Atidjah and Rowland Aggor, 
Manager

CIAHT – meeting with beneficiary 
NGO

Ahmed Majeed, Deputy 
Director in charge of projects

QCSS - meeting with services 
provider

Fred Kukubor, Managing 
Director

GLOBAL COMPETENCE GHANA - 
meeting with services provider and 
beneficiary

Charles Mintah, Managing 
Director

IB AGROSEAL GHANA LIMITED - 
meeting with beneficiary company

Samuel Avisey, Managing 
Director

GAVEX (Ghana vegetables and 
Exporters Association) / Tack Farms

Samuel Nii Tackie, Director

FARMERLINE – meeting with 
selected project – Business 
Partnership Facility, King Baudouin 
Foundation

Worlali Senyo, Senior 
Consultant Corporate 
services
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18/07/19 IB/MM VEPEAG (Vegetable producers 
and Exporters Association of 
Ghana) - meeting with beneficiary 
organization

Felix Kamassah, President

MAPHLIX TRUST GHANA LIMITED - 
field visit with beneficiary company

Courage Hodey, Accountant

EMMANUEL DARKEY & ASSOCIATES 
LTD. – field visit with beneficiary 
organization / SWEET POTATO 
VALUE CHAIN ASSOCIATION 
- meeting with beneficiary 
organization

Emmanuel Darkey, Director/
President

ANSEDU GHANA LIMITED – factory 
visit with beneficiary company

Ernest Amoansah, Board 
Chairman

MW GOLDEN EXOTICS George Kporye, General 
Manager

17/07/19 MM ARCHITOS FARMS LIMITED – field 
visit with beneficiary organization

Belinda Anyanmaa 
Koranteng, Executive 
Assistant

ALBE FARMS – field visit with 
beneficiary organization

Albert Amponsah, CEO

MW/IB SPEG - meeting with beneficiary 
organisation

Stephen Mintah, President
Bernard Addoteye, Project 
Officer

HPW FRESH AND DRY LTD – factory 
visit with beneficiary organization

Veronika Hofer, Agronomy 
Department

IB BIO-TROPICAL GHANA - meeting 
with beneficiary company

Marian Thompson, Managing 
Director

MM GHANA GREEN LABEL - meeting 
with potential partner

Anthony Tamakloe, Technical 
Officer

MW
IB/MM

Flight back to Brussels/Manchester
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